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Abstra t

All existing uniform probabilisti self-stabilizing mutual ex lusion algorithms designed to
work under an unfair distributed s heduler su er from the following ommon drawba k: On e
stabilized, there exists no upper bound of time between two exe utions of the riti al se tion at
a given pro essor. We present the rst algorithm that guarantees su h a bound (O(n3 ), where
n is the network size) while working using an unfair distributed s heduler. Our algorithm works
in an anonymous unidire tional ring of any size and has a polynomial expe ted stabilization
time.
Keywords: Distributed algorithm, self-stabilization, mutual ex lusion.
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Introdu tion

Self-Stabilizing Mutual Ex lusion. A self-stabilizing [5℄ algorithm, regardless of the initial
system state, onverges to one of the desirable states in nite time. A distributed system solving
the mutual ex lusion problem must guarantee the following two properties: (i) Mutual Ex lusion :
exa tly one pro essor is allowed to exe ute its riti al se tion at any time; and (ii) Fairness : Every
pro essor must be able to exe ute its riti al se tion in nitely often.
Related Work. Dijkstra's three self-stabilizing mutual ex lusion algorithms [5℄ are deterministi and non-uniform (in su h an algorithm, some pro essors are distinguished in the sense that
they are allowed to exe ute a program that is di erent from that of the other pro essors). In [3℄,
Burns and Pa hl presented a deterministi algorithm for uniform unidire tional rings of prime size,
and proved that no deterministi solution exists for rings of omposite size.
Several papers investigated the mutual ex lusion problem in the probabilisti (or randomized)
setting. Randomization was used to redu e the spa e in [7, 9℄, and to ope with the ase of anonymous networks in [1, 8℄. However, a ommon problem to all these probabilisti algorithms is that
on e stabilized, there is no upper bound on the time between two entries into the riti al se tion
at a parti ular pro essor. In other words, although the expe ted time between two riti al se tion
exe utions is bounded, there exist omputations in whi h a parti ular pro essor may not get the
token in nitely often. We refer to this kind of algorithms as weak probabilisti stabilizing algorithms. Kakugawa and Yamashita [11℄ presented a probabilisti uniform self-stabilizing algorithm
1

this lass of algorithms strong probabilisti stabilizing algorithms. However, the algorithm of [11℄
works only under the entral s heduler (whi h allows exa tly one enabled pro essor at any time).
All previously known algorithms solving the mutual ex lusion problem ensure fairness using one of
the two well-known methods: (i) by hoosing an ad ho s heduler (e.g., the fair s heduler in [7℄ or
randomized entral s heduler in [9℄) and (ii) by requiring that the orre tness of the system is probabilisti (as in [1℄ and [8℄). The open question in [11℄ was to design a strong probabilisti stabilizing
algorithm that solves the mutual ex lusion problem under an unfair distributed s heduler.
Our Contributions. We answer the open question of [11℄ and provide a strong probabilisti
stabilizing algorithm for the mutual ex lusion problem in an anonymous unidire tional ring of any
size running under an unfair distributed s heduler. (The distributed s heduler sele ts an arbitrary
non-empty subset of enabled pro essors in a omputation step at any time.) We des ribe the
probabilisti self-stabilizing systems in Se tion 3. We then present a strong probabilisti stabilizing
algorithm whi h works under a k-bounded s heduler (that bounds the ratio of relative speeds of
exe utions of any two pro essors to k). Finally, we use the omposition te hnique des ribed in
[2℄ to stabilize the algorithm under an unfair distributed s heduler (Se tion 4). We show that the
maximum expe ted stabilization time is O(n3 ) under both s hedulers. On e stabilized, the upper
bound between two o urren es of the privilege at a given pro essor is O(n3 ) under the unfair
s heduler and O(kn) under the k-bounded s heduler. Further details about the algorithms and
proofs an be found in [4℄.

2

Model

Distributed Systems We model a distributed system S = (C; T; I ) as a transition system where
is the set of system on gurations, T is a transition fun tion from C to C , and I is the set of
initial on gurations. A probabilisti distributed system is a distributed system where a probabilisti
distribution is de ned on the transition fun tion of the system.
We onsider unidire tional ring networks where the pro essors maintain two types of variables:
lo al variables and eld variables. Ea h pro essor, P , has two neighbors named lef t (its lo kwise
neighbor) and right (its ounter- lo kwise neighbor). The lo al variables of P annot be a essed
by its right neighbor, whereas the eld variables of P are part of the shared register whi h is used
to ommuni ate with P 's right neighbor. A pro essor an write only into its own shared register
and an read only from the shared registers, owned by its left neighbor or itself. The state of a
pro essor is de ned by the values of its lo al and eld variables. A pro essor may hange its state
by exe uting its lo al algorithm (de ned below). A on guration of a distributed system is an
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The algorithm exe uted by ea h pro essor is des ribed by a nite set of guarded a tions of the
form hguardi ! hstatementi. Ea h guard of pro essor P is a boolean expression involving P 's
variables and lef t 's eld variables. A pro essor P is enabled in on guration if at least one
of the guards of the program of P is true in . Let be a on guration and CH be a subset
of enabled pro essors in . We denote by f : CH g the set of on gurations that are rea hable
from if every pro essor in CH exe utes an a tion starting from . A omputation step is a tuple
( ; CH; 0 ), where 0 2 f : CH g. Note that all on gurations 2 f : CH g are rea hable from by
exe uting exa tly one omputation step. In a probabilisti distributed system, every omputation
step is asso iated with a probabilisti value (the sum of the probabilities of the omputation steps
determined by f : CH g is 1). A omputation of a distributed system is a maximal sequen e of
omputation steps. A history of a omputation is a nite pre x of the omputation. A history
of length n  2 of omputation e is denoted as h = [h 1 ( 1 ; CH 1; )℄ , where h 1 is a
history of length n 1 and ( 1 ; CH 1; ) is a omputation step from the nal on guration of
the history h 1 (for n = 1, h1 = ( 0 ; CH0 ; 1 )). In some ontext in this paper, the length n may
not be used.
The probabilisti value of a history is the produ t of the probabilities of all the omputation steps
in the history. In the following, if h is a history su h that h = [( 0 ; CH0 ; 1 ) : : : ( 1 ; CH 1; )℄ ,
then we use the following notations: the length of the history h (equal to n) is denoted as
length(h ), the last on guration in h (equal to
) is represented by last(h ), and the rst
on guration in h (equal to 0 ) is referred to as f irst(h ) (f irst an also be used for an in nite
omputation). A omputation fragment is a nite sequen e of omputation steps. Let h be a history, x be a omputation fragment su h that f irst(x) = last(h), and e be a omputation su h that
f irst(e) = last(h). Then [hx℄ denotes a history orresponding to the omputation steps in h and
x, and (he) denotes a omputation ontaining the steps in h and e.
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Probabilisti Systems

In this se tion, we give an outline of the probabilisti model used in the rest of the paper. A
detailed des ription of this model is available in [2℄.

S heduler A s heduler an be onsidered as an adversary ([2, 6℄). In this model, a s heduler is a
predi ate over the system omputations. In a omputation, a transition (

) o urs due to the
exe ution of a nonempty subset of the enabled pro essors in on guration . In every omputation
step, this subset is hosen by the s heduler. The intera tion between a s heduler and the distributed
system generates some spe ial stru tures, alled strategies. The s heduler strategy de nition is
i

;

i

3

i+1

be a system on guration and S a distributed system. The tree representing all omputations in
S starting from the on guration is alled the S-tree rooted at and is denoted as T ree( ). Let
n1 be a pro essor in T ree( ). A bran h rooted in n1 indi ates the set of all T ree( ) omputations
starting in n1 with the same rst transition. The degree of n1 is the number of bran hes rooted
in n1 . A sub-S-tree of degree 1 rooted in is the pruned tree T ree( ) su h that the degree of any
T ree( )'s pro essor is at most 1. A s heduler strategy is de ned as follows:

De nition 3.1 (S heduler Strategy) Let S a distributed system, let D be a s heduler and let
be a

S

on guration. We all a s heduler strategy rooted in

a sub-S-tree of degree 1 of

su h that any omputation of the sub-tree veri es the s heduler

T ree( )

D.

Let st be a strategy. An st- one C orresponding to a history h is the set of all possible
st- omputations whi h reate the same history h. The probabilisti value of an st- one C is the
probabilisti value of the history h (i.e., the produ t of the probability of every omputation step
in h). An st- one C 0 is alled a sub- one of C if and only if h0 = [hx℄, where x is a omputation
fragment.
Let S be a system, D be a s heduler, and st be a strategy. The set of st- omputations that rea h
a on guration 0 satisfying predi ate P (denoted as 0 ` P ) is denoted as EP , and its asso iated
probabilisti value as represented by P r(EP ). We all a predi ate P a losed predi ate if the
following is true: If P holds in on guration , then P also holds in any on guration rea hable
from .
h

h

h

h

st

st

Probabilisti Self-Stabilizing Systems A probabilisti self-stabilizing system is a probabilisti
distributed system satisfying two important properties: probabilisti onvergen e (the probability
of the system to onverge to a on guration satisfying a legitima y predi ate is 1) and orre tness
(on e the system is in a on guration satisfying a legitima y predi ate, it satis es the system
spe i ation). In this ontext, the orre tness omes in two variants: weak orre tness |the system
orre tness is only probabilisti , and strong orre tness |the system orre tness is ertain.

De nition 3.2 (Strong Probabilisti Stabilization) A system S is strong self-stabilizing under s heduler

D

for a spe i ation

su h that in any strategy

st

of

S

(i) The probability of the set of
that 0 satis es

SP

under

st-

D,

L

the two following onditions hold:

omputations, starting from , rea hing a on guration 0 , su h

8st; P r(EL

) = 1).
(ii) All omputations, starting from a on guration 0 su h that 0 satis es L, satisfy
orre tness).(Formally, 8st : 8e; e0 2 st : e = (e0 e00 ) :: last(e0 ) ` L ) e00 ` SP ).
L

is 1 (probabilisti

if and only if there exists a losed legitima y predi ate

onvergen e). (Formally,

4

st

SP

(strong

probabilisti onvergen e of the algorithms presented in this paper. This result is built upon some
previous work on probabilisti automata ([12, 13, 14, 15℄) and provides a omplete framework for
the veri ation of self-stabilizing probabilisti algorithms. We need to introdu e a few terms before
we are ready to present this result. First, we explain a key property, alled lo al onvergen e
denoted LC . Informally, the LC property hara terizes a probabilisti self-stabilizing system in
the following way: The system rea hes a on guration whi h satis es a parti ular predi ate, in a
bounded number of omputation steps with a positive probability.

De nition 3.3 (Lo al Convergen e) Let
on gurations, where

C

integer. Let

C

be a

last(h0 )

su h that

h

h

P R1
st-

st

be a strategy,

is a losed predi ate. Let

one with

` P R2

and

last(h)

` P R1

length(h0 )

S
(P R1; P R2; Æ; N ) if and only if P r( Ch0 2

M

Æ

and

P R2

be two predi ates on

be a positive probability and

and let

length(h)

C 0 )  Æ.

P R1

M



N

a positive

denote the set of sub- ones
N.

Then the one

C

h

C0
h

satis es

of

LC

h

Now, if in strategy st, there exist Æ > 0 and N  1 su h that any st- one C with last(h) ` P R1
satis es LC (P R1; P R2; Æ ; N ), then the result of [2℄ states that the probability of the set of
st- omputations rea hing on gurations satisfying P R1 ^ P R2 is 1. Formally:
st

st

st

h

st

Theorem 3.1 ([2℄) Let st be a strategy. Let P R1 and P R2 be losed predi ates on on gurations
su h that

EPR1

P r(

satis es the

4

LC

) = 1. If
(P R1; P R2; Æ
st

9Æ

st

st

0 and 9N  1 su h that any st- one C with last(h) ` P R1
) property, then P r(EPR12) = 1, where P R12 = P R1 ^ P R2.

>

; Nst

st

h

Strong Probabilisti Stabilizing Mutual Ex lusion

In this se tion, we present two solutions to the mutual ex lusion problem: one solution for the
k -bounded s heduler (Se tion 4.1) and the other to work under an unfair s heduler (Se tion 4.2).
We onsider a solution to be satisfying the spe i ation, SP , of the mutual ex lusion problem
if the solution satis es the mutual ex lusion and fairness properties.
ME

4.1

k-Bounded S heduler

In Algorithm 4.1, every pro essor in the system has a eld variable t. A pro essor is privileged
if and only if the di eren e between t and t (the t variable of its left neighbor) is not 1. It was
proven in [1℄ that if operations on t variables are made modulo mnd(n)1 , where n is the number of
pro essors in the ring, then at least one privilege is always present in the ring. Every pro essor has
a lo al lo k variable (noted go ahead), taking values between 0 and k + 1 (where k is a parameter
l

1

mnd(n)

denotes the minimum non-divisor of

n.

For example,

5

mnd(5) = 2.

hanges its lo k value. Otherwise, the pro essor stri tly in reases its lo k. All the internal lo k
values between 0 and k are wait states and the value k + 1 is a pass state. We will use Priv ( ) to
denote the number of privileged pro essors in on guration .
We de ne the legitima y predi ate, L , as follows: L
 There exists exa tly one privilege.
ME

ME

Algorithm 4.1 Mutual ex lusion under a k-bounded s heduler (for p)
Field: t 2 [0; mnd(n) 1℄ (the privilege)
Variables: rand bool holds any value in f0, 1g. Ea h value has a probability of 1=2.
p

p

go aheadp holds any integer value in [0..(k+1)℄.
Predi ate: P rivilege(p) tp tlp = 1 mod mnd(n)
Ma ro: P ass privilege(p) : tp := (tlp + 1) mod mnd(n)
A tions: 1 :: P rivilege(p) go aheadp = (k+1)
if (rand boolp = 1) then go aheadp:=(k+1) else go aheadp := go aheadp + 1;
::
P
rivilege
(p) go aheadp =(k+1)
2
P ass privilege(p); if (rand boolp = 0) then go aheadp :=random(0..k+1);
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Lemma 4.1 (Strong Corre tness) Starting from any legitimate on guration, ea h pro essor is

privileged within (k + 2)  n omputation steps, where

n

is the size of the ring.

Proof: The worst s enario in terms of a privilege being held at pro essor p is as follows: p has its
= 0 and every time p is hosen, rand bool = 0. In the worst ase, the privilege remains
at p for (k + 2) times (for k + 1 steps, the lo k is in remented, and nally, in step k + 2, the
privilege is passed).
2

go aheadp

p

Lemma 4.2 (Probabilisti Convergen e) Let

st

be a strategy of Algorithm 4.1 under a k-

bounded s heduler starting in on guration . There exists
omputations of

st

satis es

LC (true;

L

ME

>

0 and

N

 1 su h that any

one of

; ; N ).

Proof: In the following, dist(p; q) denotes the distan e between Pro essors p and q, whi h is equal
to the number of the pro essors between p and q in the lo kwise orientation, plus 1. Assume that
in , there are m privileges t1 ; : : : ; t , where dist(t ; t1 ) = min1  1 (dist(t ; t +1 )). Let d be
the distan e in between t and t +1 . In the worst ase, every pro essor p between t and t1 is
in the \worst" wait state (go ahead = 0), and every pro essor p0 between t1 and t2 is in the pass
state (go ahead 0 = k + 1).
1. We al ulate the probability 0 to obtain a one C 0 , where last(h0) satis es the following
three properties: (1) t rea hed the pro essor whi h held t1 in , (2) t1 rea hed the pro essor
whi h held t2 in , and (3) all the pro essors visited by t1 set their variable go ahead to k + 1, and
m

i

m

i

i

m

i

i

i

m

p

h

m

6

2
2
1
)2 .
, length(h0)  max(d1 ; (k + 2)d ) and 0  ( 21 ) ( +2
2. We al ulate the probability 1 that one C 0 has a sub- one C 1 su h that
Priv (last(h1))  Priv ( ) 1. The probability to obtain C 1 is 1  0 ( 12 )  m ( 2(1+2) )2 m ( 41 
1
)( 2) m . The length of the history of one h1 is length(h1)  max(d1 ; (k + 2)  d ) + d
+2
2
2
1
)3 .
and 1  ( 12 )4 ( +2
Reapplying (2) for the one C 1 , there is a positive probability to obtain a sub- one C 2 su h
that Priv (last(h2))  m 2, and then a positive probability  to obtain a sub- one C 1 , where
3
3
1
2
)3 and length(hm 1)  (k + 2)  n2 .
the number of privileges is 1.   ( 21 )4 ( +2
From Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, and Theorem 3.1, we an laim the following result:

dist(tm ; t1 )

 (k + 2)  d

m

n

m

h

h

k

h

m

n

k

d

d

k

d

m

k

n

m

n

k

h

h

hm

n

n

k

Theorem 4.1 Algorithm 4.1 is strong probabilisti stabilizing for SP
4.2

ME

.

Unfair S heduler

In this se tion, we extend Algorithm 4.1 so that it an ope up with an unfair s heduler. For this
purpose, the idea of ross-over omposition (introdu ed in [2℄) is used. That is, Algorithm 4.2
results from rossover omposition of Algorithm 4.1 and the deterministi token passing algorithm
of [2℄ (the tokens related to this algorithm are thereafter mentioned as fair privileges ). Algorithm 4.2
ombines the best of both algorithms, retaining the strong probabilisti stabilization of Algorithm
4.1 and the unfair distributed s heduler support of the token passing algorithm. In the worst ase,
a (n 1)-bounded s heduler is guaranteed, whi h gives a O(n3 ) omputation steps time omplexity.

Theorem 4.2 Algorithm 4.2 is strong probabilisti stabilizing for SP
Proof: The proof dire tly follows from Theorem 4.1 and [2℄.

5

ME

under an unfair s heduler.

2

Complexity

Spa e Complexity. The minimum non-divisor of n is O(log(n)) [10℄. Therefore, Algorithm 4.2

needs O(log(n 1) + 2  log(log(n))) bits per pro essor. Algorithm 4.1 uses O(log(k) + log(log(n)))
bits per pro essor.
Stabilization Time Complexity. As the onvergen e of our algorithms is only probabilisti ,
we an only guarantee maximum expe ted stabilization time. In the literature (e.g., [6℄), the
maximum expe ted stabilization time is expressed in terms of rounds, where a round is a minimal
omputation fragment during whi h every pro essor exe utes one a tion.
From Lemma 4.1, a round onsists of O(nk) omputation steps. We now al ulate the maximum
expe ted number of rounds for Algorithm 4.1 (where k = n 1) to stabilize when started in the
worst possible on guration (with m tokens).
7

2 [0; mnd(n) 1℄ (the privilege)
2 [0; mnd(n) 1℄ (the fair privilege)
Variables: rand bool holds any value in f0, 1g. Ea h value has a probability of 1=2.

Fields:

tp
f tp

p

go aheadp holds any integer value in [0..(k+1)℄.
Predi ates: P rivilege(p) tp tlp = 1 mod mnd(n)
f tp f tlp = 1 mod mnd(n)
F air privilege(p)
Ma ros: P ass privilege(p) : tp := (tlp + 1) mod mnd(n)
P ass F air privilege(p) : f tp := (f tlp + 1) mod mnd(n)
A tions: 1 :: F air privilege(p) P rivilege(p) go aheadp = (k+1)
P ass F air privilege(p)
if (rand boolp = 1) then go aheadp =(k+1) else go ahead + +;
P rivilege(p)
go aheadp =k+1
2 :: F air privilege(p)
P ass F air privilege(p) ; P ass privilege(p);
if (rand boolp = 0) then go aheadp =random(0..k+1);
privilege
(p)
P rivilege(p)
P ass F air privilege(p)
::
F
air
3
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First, we nd an upper bound on the expe ted number of rounds needed to rea h a on guration
where the number of tokens has de reased by 1. We onsider the behavior of the m pairs of
su essive tokens within one round. The probability that no two onse utive tokens merge is less
 

1
than p = 21  ( +2)
. Thus the probability that at least one pair of two onse utive tokens
merge is more than q = 1 p. Then, the expe ted number of rounds before the system rea hes a
+2)mn
on guration with m 1 tokens is E [m; m 1℄ < 1 , i.e. E [m; m 1℄ < 2(2(+2)
mn 1 .
The maximum expe ted number of rounds T4 1 before stabilization of Algorithm 4.1 (where
k = n 1) from a on guration with m privileges to a on guration with 1 privilege is given by
in
P
P
+1)
the formula T4 1  =2 E [i; i 1℄ = =2 2(2(+1)
in 1  m. Sin e T4 1 is O (m) rounds and m  n,
T4 1 is O (n3 ) omputation steps. A pro essor exe uting Algorithm 4.2 exe utes a rule of Algorithm
4.1 if and only if it holds a fair token. For the time omplexity analysis, the worst number of fair
tokens is 1. Hen e, the bounds provided for Algorithm 4.1 hold for Algorithm 4.2 too. Therefore,
its time omplexity is O(n3 ).
m

n

k

k

q

k

:

:

m

m
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Con lusions

We presented a solution to the open problem of having a strong probabilisti self-stabilizing mutual
ex lusion algorithm under an unfair distributed s heduler. On e the system is stabilized, a pro essor
only waits a bounded (polynomial) amount of time. Bounding the oin tossing as presented in this
paper an be applied to several other probabilisti algorithms (e.g., [10℄) in order to provide a
bound of the servi e time. The servi e time provided by our solutions is (k + 2)  n (Algorithm
 and 2 ( +1) for
4.1) and n3 (Algorithm 4.2) respe tively. On an average, the servi e time is ( +3)
2
2
k
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